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When a titanic explosion ripped through the Number Four reactor at the Chernobyl Nuclear Plant in

1986, spewing flames and chunks of burning, radioactive material into the atmosphere, one of our

worst nightmares came true. As the news gradually seeped out of the USSR and the extent of the

disaster was realized, it became clear how horribly wrong things had gone. Dozens died - two from

the explosion and many more from radiation illness during the following months - while scores of

additional victims came down with acute radiation sickness. Hundreds of thousands were evacuated

from the most contaminated areas. The prognosis for Chernobyl and its environs - succinctly

dubbed the Zone of Alienation - was grim. Today, 20 years after the worst nuclear power plant

accident in history, intrepid journalist Mary Mycio dons dosimeter and camouflage protective gear to

explore the world's most infamous radioactive wilderness. As she tours the Zone to report on the

disaster's long-term effects on its human, faunal, and floral inhabitants, she meets pockets of defiant

local residents who have remained behind to survive and make a life in the Zone. And she is

shocked to discover that the area surrounding Chernobyl has become Europe's largest wildlife

sanctuary, a flourishing - at times unearthly - wilderness teeming with large animals and a variety of

birds, many of them members of rare and endangered species. Like the forests, fields, and swamps

of their unexpectedly inviting habitat, both the people and the animals are all radioactive.

Cesium-137 is packed in their muscles and strontium-90 in their bones. But quite astonishingly, they

are also thriving. If fears of the Apocalypse and a lifeless, barren radioactive future have been

constant companions of the nuclear age, Chernobyl now shows us a different view of the future. A

vivid blend of reportage, popular science, and illuminating encounters that explode the myths of

Chernobyl with facts that are at once beautiful and horrible, Wormwood Forest brings a remarkable

land - and its people and animals - to life to tell a unique story of science, surprise and suspense.
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I have put off reading "Wormwood Forest: A Natural History of Chernobyl" in part because with all

the other bad news we are subjected to, I wanted to avoid a real downer. However once I started

reading the book I could not put it down. Mary Mycio has captured both the despair (of which I was

afraid) and the hope (in which I had difficulty believing) of the Chernobyl disaster. The name

"Wormwood Forest" comes from the close relative of true wormwood that is one of the characteristic

plants of the Chernobyl forest.Certainly the horror of the melted power plant core and the pockets of

high radiation levels present still hangs over the human inhabitants of "the Zone," as the area within

a 30 km circle of the reactor is known, is palpable enough. This is especially so given the huge

amount of human suffering engendered by the explosion, both in direct death by radiation for the

firefighters to the increase of thyroid cancer in children. Still, as Mycio points out so eloquently, the

worst predictions did not materialize and the Zone has become a wildlife (admittedly radioactive

wildlife!) bonanza. Certainly selection for resistance to radiation took a terrible toll among the local

mammals, birds, plants, and others. Sill the existence and even flourishing of the local biota is a

surprising and hopeful development. Mycio has, in my opinion, done a very good job of describing

this ambiguous result. Her style of writing is in fact very powerful in telling the story of Chernobyl.It is

obvious that no one (other than perhaps James Lovelock) would want to recreate "the Zone" in

other localities on the planet and that the failure of the reactor is in every sense a cautionary tale.
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